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Innovation and Development Foundation

1. About us: 
International knowledge platform, that develops the mechanisms of accumulation, acceleration, 
progression and transfer of expertise, practices from different fields, creating the unified, 
integrated solution for reforming state sector in young democratic countries and transitional 
economies.  

Our multidisciplinary group unify experts from various direction and organizations. We work as 
an integrators - in joint cooperation with different parties, starting from the problem 
identification to solution designing based on the innovative tools and their implementation.  

IDF Reforms Lab Kyiv is operating since November 2015, and has become a successful 
platform: open coworking space for public discussions, conferences, roundtables and 
presentations for supporting the development of innovative solutions. 	

2. Mission 
To support and participate in development of the innovative potential, sustainable growth for 
communities of young democracies and developing countries, for further integration into a 
global “society of knowledge” 

3. Basic Directions: 

• eGOV 
• eServices, eProcurements, eAuctions 
• State registries, Identification systems (ID, Passports, E-signature) 

• Enforcement bodies / Anticorruption 
• Prosecutors office 
• NABU (national anti corruption bureau) 
• Customs 

• Social Reform 
• Healthcare, Education 
• IDP  

• Smart Management 
• Decentralisation 
• Local Government 
• Charter cities 
• Regional development 

• Economy 
• Deregulation 
• Privatisation 
• Blockchain, crypto-economy 
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Innovation and Development Foundation

4. International projects 

• Civil Acts - Ministry of Justice 
• Public service halls (Odessa, Kiev) 
• eProcurements - Prozorro 
• IDP (Humanitarian Aid Information and Management System) 
• Anti corruption Bureau concept, implementation plan 
• Prosecutors office: Vision, Regional office reform, E case management (PwC, DFID) 
• General prosecutors office - Reform of local prosecutors' offices 
• Privatization procedures (MinAgro) 
• Public smart services: Registration of property and business  
• Land Formation reform 
• ID, Passport issuance 
• Healthcare reform 
•  eAuction 3.0 - IDF, Distributed lab, Microsoft, Oshadbank, Privatbank, UnityBars 
•  State 3.0 - The Goverment of future 
•  Educational programs – (Knowledge and experience transfer among local community groups) 
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Innovation and Development Foundation

5. Partners: 2014 - 2016 (Ukraine) 

Different governmental entities: 

- President’s administration  

- Ministries, agencies, offices (Justice, Internal affairs, Agro-politics, Social-politics, State 
registration services…), registries (Property, physical, legal entities, Land) 

- Law enforcement authorities (Prosecutors office, Anti-corruption bureau) 

- Regional and city administration (Kiev, Odessa, Ternopil) 

- International and local organizations / companies: UNHCR, DFID, USAID, IDLO, PwC, 
Deloitte, Microsoft, IBM, Intel... 

6. 5D Principle 

Reforms directions are based on 5D Principle:	

●   Deregulation - Elimination of inefficient and rudimentary functions of the state, liberation 
of citizens from unnecessary procedures, restriction of the state control over the business 
activities in their respective areas.	

●   Debureaucratization - Simplification of the bureaucratic procedures. Bureaucracy should 
be a service, a means of development - not a problem.	

●   Demonopolisation - Elimination of monopolies at all levels and development of a 
competitive environment.	

●   Decentralisation - Dispersing certain functions from central government to the local 
government bodies.	

●   Deconcentration - The concentration of multiple functions in single institutions create 
grounds for uncontrolled power. Through deconcentration, most of the functions are 
redistributed to the industry associations, non-profit professional organisations and 
businesses.	
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Innovation and Development Foundation

7. IDF Projects: Reforms Lab     

Reforms laboratory accumulates knowledge from different fields of innovative public 
governance and expertise around public sector reforms. It also delivers tools to develop and 
share experience around reforms for public sector in post soviet regions. Reforms Lab has been 
an open space for dozens of conferences, public discussions, round tables and presentations 
about cutting edge technologies in e-governance. 

* Several events held in IDF Reforms Lab

Public discussion with international organisations, 
NGO sector and state bodies of Ukraine. There were 
presented and discussed Odessa reforms package

	

Blockchain Conference Kiev for the second time a 
unique fundamental platform in Ukraine where the 
world’s opinion leaders in IT sector talked about the 
principles of the virtual coins, distributed technology 
and their usage in public and private sector. 
	

Discussion about the Privatisation  process of state 
enterprises and existing barriers, with the ministry of 
agriculture and Odessa governor. 
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Innovation and Development Foundation

8. IDF Projects: e-Auction 3.0 

In October 2015 Innovations and Development Foundation began working on a next generation 
of decentralised, blockchain E-auction system. The platform is built for supporting non-corrupt, 
transparent privatisation process of state and regional property, land and enterprises. The first 
phase of the project was launched in February 2016.  

The strategy for improving the state property privatisation and lease process is based on the 
emerging, innovative models, that apply transformational changes to components which are 
relevant for Ukraine. Models offer the latest technological solutions, such as complete 
decentralisation/distribution based on blockchain and transparency for easy monitoring through 
API. Overall such innovative approaches will allow the minimisation of state budget spendings 
and offer completely new citizen oriented system developments. 

The project started out as a pilot, small scale system to be piloted and launched in Odessa region, 
for municipal property privatisation and lease. During last period, the interest in development 
and integration of new blockchain based e-Auction system has grown from other central and 
regional level state entities as well. 
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Innovation and Development Foundation

8. IDF Projects:

E - Governance: The strategy for improving the Egovernance system are based on the emerging, 
innovative models, that apply transformational changes to components which are relevant for 
Ukraine.  Models  offer  the  latest  technological  solutions,  such  as  complete  decentralisation/
distribution based on blockchain and transparency for easy monitoring through API.

Privatization: The strategy for launching the privatization process is based on the emerging, 
innovative models, that apply transformational changes to components which are relevant for 
Ukraine. Our approach offers a system where process of privatization can not be interfered or 
deterred by the bureaucrat. Through implementation of such innovative models, bureaucratic and 
manipulation risks are lowered.  System is  decentralized,  that  creates the mechanisms of self 
sustainability and distributed, non interfering development.

Tax Reform:. The objective of the reform is to transform the monopolistic, bureaucratic, and 
corrupt tax system to the self-developing, competitive system operated by the private actors. The 
key to the system is distributed governance, mutual control and transparency. The innovative 
approach allows the transformation of the tax system with the minimized state budget spending.
The system should be based on the following key principles: Participation of  private actors, 
Crowdfunding (public monitoring), Legal financial interest for all participants, Transformation 
from centralized/vertical to distributed/horizontal (Blockchain) system.

Criminal Justice Policy Planning exercise: Planning and exercising policy in various direction 
within  criminal  justice  sphere  should  be  evidence  based.  Therefore,  it  is  key  to  devide  to 
formalize the process, devide it into components and conduct regular cyrcles. In particular:
1.1. Analysis of existing crime statistics;
1.2. Conducting victimization survey (similar to British Crime Survey);
1.3. Conduct focus groups semi-structured and in-depth interviews with stakeholders;
2. Plan priorities on State, Regional and local levels;
3. Plan and implement policy through (a) relevant day-to-day practices; and (b) specifically 
designed projects, which mainly deal with crime prevention through raising public awareness.

Development of an Open Office at NABU: The project will aim at providing opportunities to 
internal groups to contribute to achieving investigative goals of the NABU. In particular, the 
project will envisage equipment of the office, so that visits are most condusive to the goals, as 
well as training of staff, which includes officers and Call Center staff.

Open investigative function for the NABU, based on wiki engine: The inniciative will include 
cooperation with NGO to launch collection of data about subjects of investigation through a wiki 
function. Could be part of an Open Office initiative. 
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